October/November 2021

Club Committee
These are the people who have been voted in
by club members to represent them. We meet
once a month, and our role is to run the club
sustainably. We make decisions on important
projects, promote the goals for the club, and
make plans to take the club forward.
Currently, we are looking for skilled and
motivated people to fill the roles of Bookkeeper
and Archives Coordinator. If your skillset
matches any of these roles, we want to hear
from you. Please phone Mark on 027 290 9319.

2021/22 Committee
Patron

Curly Elmiger

027 4800869

President

Mark Bridgman McMillan

027 2909319

Vice-President

Bob Neckelson

07 378 2298

Secretary

Kath Keeley

021 0354455

Treasurer

Currently vacant

Club captain

Allan Jackson

021 1406475

Range master

Alan Gordon

021 1549511

Range sub committee

Grant Botting

027 4576287

22. section

Peter Miles & Bill Seal

Peter: 027 4762731

Armourers

Peter Miles & Bill Seal

Bill: 021 2316223

Membership officer

Mike Bailey

027 5261711

Librarian

Alan Gordon

021 1549511

Archives

Currently vacant

Sponsorship

Phil Caira

021 746544

Trophy heads

Vern Pearson

07 3784908

Doc liaison rep

Mike Barton

027 4908007

hunting Coordinators

Saran Tepavac & Paul Coleman

Saran: 021 02446332
Paul: 027 3685225

To contact us, phone 027 2909319 or email: secretary@nzdataupo.org.nz

President's Report
The last month has seen a lot of activity on the range. We’ve hosted the Annual Prize Shoot,
held a joint working bee with the Pistol Club, a regional branch meeting, a Police Range Course
meeting, Mountain Safety course, along with tree maintenance. Many thanks to members who
have helped on these projects.
Some of the subjects the committee has on the agenda for discussion are:
Range certification (how this will affect members' use of the range).
Broadband access to the range (for meetings, guest speakers, camera security etc.)
Earthworks for range certification.
New shooting benches.
Updating our constitution.
Earlier this month, I sent a letter to all committee members asking three questions:
1. What direction do you think Taupo NZDA should be going?
2. What goals should we be aiming for?
3. How do you intend to actively involve yourself to achieve these goals?
To get a better idea of what our members would like and require from the club, we will soon
also ask our members two of those questions:
What direction do you think Taupo NZDA should be going?
What goals should we be aiming for?
Part of the survey will be to ask whether the new newsletter format and communications with
social media and the new website meets your needs and expectations. Members will be sent a
link to the survey via email soon.
For now, we look forward to seeing you all at the Christmas get-together on December 5. You
will find all the details on the pages that follow.
Regards,
Mark Bridgman McMillan
e: president@nzdataupo.org.nz
p: 027 2909319

Obituary
Phil Gardner - Life Member
Sadly, Phil passed away on 6th November 2021. He joined Taupo Branch in 1968 and has been a
valued member ever since. Over the years he has served the club well in various roles. He was either
Branch President or Secretary for most of the 1970s when the branch was still in its formative years.
During that period the Running Boar Range was built and
officially opened by the then mayor of Taupo, Clem Currie.
Phil also saw the hall building moved on to the range in
1974 and the construction of the Small-Bore Range as an
extension to the building.
He served as Club Captain during a period when the branch
held many social events including the Annual Prize Giving
Dinner & Dance at the Wairakei Country Hall of Fame. And
he has been Range Master for many years, at club events as
well as National Shooting Weeks, North Island Champs and
Regional Shoots. But most of all Phil will be remembered for
his involvement in the Branch Prize Shoots.
It was at a committee meeting in 1985 the suggestion was
made for the club to hold a prize shoot, open to members
from other NZDA branches throughout the country. Phil,
Kath Keeley, David Mould, Graham Sperry, and Keith Draper
formed a subcommittee to organise the event, their initial
meeting being held around Phil’s kitchen table.
The top prize for that first prize shoot was a guided hunt in
the Kaimanawas. It still continues to be our major source of
fundraising as well a great social occasion for members from
other branches to get together.
Even when Phil moved to Rotorua, he always came back to
perform the task of Range Master at the shoot whenever he
was needed. He and Kath cut the cake celebrating the 20th
Anniversary of the Prize Shoot in 2005. Phil was always
proud to wear his NZDA jersey.
Life Membership was awarded to Phil in 1990 in recognition
of his contribution to the Branch, especially in those earlier
years. He will always be remembered for his friendly manner,
his love of a good joke, and especially his willing help at the
Prize Shoots for so many years.
How fitting it was that we had to say goodbye to Phil on the very day of our 36th Annual Prize Shoot.
Farewell to a dedicated member who gave unwavering support to Taupo Branch over so many years.
You will be missed.
~ Eileen Comber

HUNTS Update
The hunter national training
scheme (HUNTS) introduces new
hunters to the skills and
knowledge to be safe and
successful in our New Zealand
outdoor environment, and has an
approved syllabus delivered
throughout the country by
qualified and warranted
instructors.

The HUNTS programme has
recently received a $700,000
boost from the Government.
The funding, which comes out
of the Jobs for Nature Fund, is
allocated to create five hunter
education and training
positions.

The more new and hunters we
can reach through this scheme
the better the outcomes will
be for hunter safety and
enjoyment, and the greater the
hunting sector’s contribution
to game animal management.

Up until now, HUNTS has been
run by qualified volunteers,
A HUNTS course can give a new
which limited the ability to
hunter a head start in getting out
meet the demand of aspiring
hunting, and Taupo is one of the
hunters applying for training.
branches that delivers the course.
The extra resource means a
For the coming year, we are
more professional approach to
planning 3 HUNTS courses. The
the coordination and
dates are still to be confirmed.
instructor assessment roles.

Background
The National Hunter Education and Training
Scheme has two key parts delivered in partnership:
An online education course delivered by the
Game Animal Council that will provide
foundational knowledge to new and
inexperienced hunters.
Expansion of the classroom and practical/field
training programme delivered nationwide by
NZDA through the HUNTS Course.

The opportunity is there for Taupo club members to become a certified HUNTS instructor. If you are
interested, we want to hear from you. The qualification is open to anyone with an interest in teaching
and willing to pass on their knowledge and skills to help people choose hunting as a lifetime outdoor
activity and potentially save lives.
For more info about what is included in the HUNTS course, see the HUNTS page on the NZDA website.

Taupo Branch National Competition Winners
Results and Awards

The Taupo Branch proudly congratulates the following members for their success at the
national competitions held in Queenstown earlier this year. The trophies and certificates will be
presented at the Christmas Social, to be held on Sunday 5th December, at our club grounds.
Danica Pearson
National photographic Competition
3rd place – best Junior – print. And two Highly
commended section G best Junior.

Louise Pearson
National Antler, Horn & Tusk competition
3rd place. Best Game Trophy taken by a Lady.
D.S. 297

Robert Ramsay
National Video Competitions
1st place New Zealand Wildlife. 3rd place Section
B1 Other wildlife – Birds.

Vern Pearson
Winner 2021 Special Competition.
Norman Douglas Memorial Award for Promotion
of the DS system

Brad Ramsay
National Video Competition
1st place Ramsay Trophy for Hunting.

Allan Jackson
Winner 2021 National Special Competition.
Harvey Morrow Award for NZDA Research in
Sika Jaw Aging.

National Photographic Competition
2nd place Section A Games Animals and Highly
commended Section E. Human interest.
Marcus Minogue
National Photographic Competition
2nd place Section C. Scenic.

Webster Alker
NZ Big Game Animal Trophy Record Book
Has a Red Deer Head or Trophy recorded in the
NZ Big Game Animal trophy record books.
Pictured above: Brad Ramsay's winning entry.

What’s happening at the Range
Upcoming events
NZDA/Pistol Club Competition

Christmas Party BBQ, & National Awards

WHEN: Sunday, November 28
WHERE: Club Grounds, 62 Mountain Rd
GATES OPEN: 8.30am

A few more details on the upcoming Christmas
Social. We start at 3pm and the indoor .22
range will be open for novelty fun shoot for
juniors. There will be prizes for all, and it's okay
if adults want to have a shoot, too.

Join in the fun of the NZDA/Pistol Club
Competition! This is a team event, a rimfire
rifle and pistol shoot that's open to shooters
of all abilities.

Wednesday Junior Shoot
The kid’s shoot is on every Wednesday at
the Taupo Rifle Range on 62 Mountain Rd,
during school term only.
We'd love to see more young shooters join!
The cost is just $2 for the range fee and .22
ammo is available at $6 a box.
We aim for a 6.00pm start but please arrive
20 minutes early for the safety briefing.

From 4pm onwards, we'll
enjoy some drinks and
social time together,
outside on our brand new
picnic tables and the deck.
If the weather holds up,
we'll have a BBQ meal
outside but if it rains we
can use the hall.
The National Awards will
be given to the winners
after the meal. See you all
on Sunday, December 5.

Annual Prize Shoot a great success
By Kath Keeley

Planning for this year’s event started from an uncertain point with Covid19 ravaging the North
Island. Fortunately Taupo had not been affected yet, but we were watching regions nearby being
placed into lockdowns with heavy restrictions on travel.
First it was Auckland, and then as the virus broke
through the border we saw more and more regions
closed down, with our closest neighbour Waikato, Te
Awamutu included.
With Auckland and Waikato shooters unable to attend
this year we had to make a serious decision whether to
proceed with our annual event which was looked forward
to by so many competitors.
We did the numbers so to speak and looked at it from all
angles, and made the decision at the Committee meeting
one week out from the shoot to continue.
From the Waikato border south, people were under no
restrictions and could still attend. So a last push on
social media was launched and it was advertised heavily.
The day was forecast to be cloudy and showery with thunder likely later in the afternoon. Fortunately
this forecast could not have been more wrong and we enjoyed a calm, sunny and at times quite hot day.

Annual Prize Shoot report - continued
It produced ideal shooting conditions for the five details of competitors who had turned up for the day.
Morning tea was set up in a gazebo with an urn loaned by the Taupo Pistol Club providing the hot water
for tea and coffee for a continuous morning tea. As the day wore on and the sun shone down, cold
drinks were more in demand.
Target marking was undertaken by Vern Pearson
who has filled this role for as many years as I
can remember but he was missing his side kick
and helper Trevor Chappell who unfortunately
was locked down in Hamilton and was unable to
be here.
Allan Jackson ably stepped up and proved a very
capable fill in. Dave and Eileen Comber were
there also – again, for as many years as I can
remember – with their computer diligently
recorded everyone’s scores and printing them
out for the shooters to pour over and analyse.

Curly took on the role as target runner and
delivered the targets from the butts to the
marking office, riding on his little mower
tractor as each detail completed shooting.
Many hands were helping down in the butts
taking down the shot targets and putting up
the new ones. Thank you to those that worked
tirelessly the whole day there.
The Range Officers were busy all day of
course and worked as a team with two on the
mound with each detail.
Our sponsors were represented in a separate gazebo which Phil Caira, our Sponsorship Officer, manned
between competing and supervising his young son Luca who was also competing. Phil is writing his
separate report on the fabulous sponsorship provided for this event.
The day was finished off with a BBQ of Venison sausages and steaks with coleslaw and fresh bread and
butter. This has been our tradition for the 36 years we have been holding this event. A Sika stag had
been donated to the club by a member for this purpose, and we greatly appreciate it.

Annual Prize Shoot report - continued
The prize giving saw everyone leave with a prize, and we even had
some left over, such was the support we received from business and
sponsors locally and around the country.
We ran a raffle of a SWAZI TAHR Anorak, donated by SWAZI, which
was extremely well supported, and we had three spot prizes to give
away with every entrant having a chance to win.
It was pleasing to see that two of those spot prizes went to junior up
and coming shooters and the third spot prize went to a Taupo person.

I want to thank Phil Caira for his amazing work
in his short time on the committee as
Sponsorship Officer. The Sponsorship he has
obtained is impressive. Spot prizes of a $1,200
scope and customised hearing protection, plus
the sponsorship of the Hunter Class event by
Hunting and Fishing Taupo.
I also want to give a huge thank you to Saran
Tepavac for the incredible support he obtained
from his suppliers. The contribution was
massive! And the promotion of the event daily
from Hamills Instagram account was fantastic!

SOME STATISTCS
Ten NZDA branches were represented, plus nine non-members. Four junior shooters entered this
year which was extremely pleasing. We had 23 entrants in the Hunter Class competition, and 27
entered the Graded competition.
That’s 50 entries total, without Auckland and the Waikato. Last year we had 47 entries total, so the
decision to go ahead with the shoot this year was the correct one. It will be bigger next year! So you
must come along if you haven’t been before.
I wish to thank all those members who helped out in many ways, prior to the shoot and on the day.
The day would not have been the success it was if it were not for your involvement. Taupo Branch
can be very proud to have run yet another very successful prize shoot.

Annual Prize Shoot report - continued
I cannot finish without acknowledging the
passing of our Life Member Phil Gardner. Phil
was the person on the committee all those
years ago who put the original motion to a
meeting that we, the Taupo Branch start our
own Prize Shoot.
This was to slot into the regular prize shoot
circuit calendar that ran throughout the
spring and summer months every year around
the North lsand back in the 80’s and 90’s until
now.
Phil’s involvement with this shoot continued
right to the end with him being involved every
year with the organising of the day, prize
gathering, preparing the range, being range
officer and competing, and even after he
moved to Rotorua to a degree.
Although ill health prevented him from
participating any longer, it did not stop him
from asking his wife Sue to drive him across
from Rotorua last year for a short visit so that
he could catch up with old friends and say he
had attended yet another of our prize shoots.
It was with great sadness that we learned of
Phil’s passing on the very day of our prize
shoot this year. You will be missed Phil, but
never forgotten for the dedication you have
shown Taupo Branch.

Kath Keeley
Prize Shoot convenor.

The final results list for the Graded and the Hunter Class competition
can be found on the following pages.

2021 Prize Shoot Results
Graded Competition

2021 Prize Shoot Results
The Hunting & Fishing Hunter Class Event

2021 Prize Shoot
Juniors & Spot Prize Winners

Congrats to the Junior Shooters
Thanks for having a go at this year's prize
shoot guys. It was great to have you with
us, and we hope you enjoyed the day!

Juniors Results:
1st Aiden West
2nd Jaydis Vaevae
3rd Luca Caira
4th Caden Vaevae

Caden Vaevae was the lucky winner
of the GPO Rifle Scope, sponsored
by NZ Ammunition Company LTD.

The Hikoki Drill &
Driver, donated by
Mitre 10 Mega Taupo,
went home with Ric
Baylis from Whanganui
who comes to our Prize
Shoot every year.

Rhianna Lonsdale
from Rotorua
received the
Custom Pro Impulse
Ear Protection spot
prize donated by
Pacific Ears.

2021 Prize Shoot Sponsorship report
First and foremost, a massive thank you to everyone involved in this year’s prize shoot. A lot of hard
work from the committee and club members goes into organising the event. From a sponsorship
perspective it was a team effort with both Kath and Saran from Hamills Taupo also securing some
excellent prize sponsorship.
It was especially satisfying be able to secure the major spot prize of The GPO Rifle Scope that was
proudly sponsored by NZ Ammunition Company LTD. Plus, the Custom Pro Impulse Ear Protection
which was donated by new sponsor Pacific Ears. The third spot prize of the Hikoki Drill & Driver was
donated by Mitre 10 Mega Taupo who continue to support the event (thanks Mike Bailey for
organising this) and this rounded out the main prize pool.
In addition to the spot prizes we need to make special mentions to our new sponsor
Pacific Ears who donated 5 additional Pro Impulse Reusable Hearing Protection Products for the
graded shoot. And big thank you to Hunting & Fishing Fly & Gun Taupo, who continue to support the
club and sponsored the entire Hunter class competition.
Additional thanks for prizes supplied also needs to go to (in no particular order):
Swazi
Outdoor Sports
Tight Lines
Led Lenser
Ridgeline

Lonely Track
Radix Nutrition
Custom Cartridges
Steve’s Wholesale
Penny Homes

Halcyon Publishing
Sika Lodge
Farm Source
Tomo Saws
Alexander Windows

Curly Elmiger
Alan Gordon
Bob Neckelson
Rod&Rifle
Stoney Creek

Thanks to our Generous Sponsors
With over $3500 in prizes, the sponsorship
pool was outstanding, and a real team effort
to secure. I hope as a club, we can build on
this further for next year’s event.
Personally, as newer member of the club,
getting involved with the committee and
getting to see how much goes into
organising these events has been rewarding.
This was my first competition and competing
alongside my 10yr old son, we both had a
fantastic day.
As a hunter first and foremost, the event was
incredibly enjoyable, mixing up with the
graded shooters. Socialising with the other
members between shooting details, and
sharing a beer after, I’d highly recommend
the event to any new shooters or existing
club members yet to compete.
I would like to encourage even more
participation from the club members to take
up the challenge and enter the future
shooting events.
Phil Caira

More News & Updates
What's Happening?

The trees are tidy
Keeping the Taupo rifle range and club grounds in great
condition is one of our aims this year, and that includes the trees.
Kudos to this hardworking team from Rotorua who came down
one early morning in November to prune the trees at the range.
200+ trees were tidied up in less than 2 hours.
That must be a record! Many thanks to Alan
Gordon for the photos.
Have you seen our new website?
Our website was due for a refresh, and a brand
new site was launched in October. The idea
was to tell the story of Hunting in Sika Country,
and to have a good online platform to promote
our club's events and activities. If you haven't
seen it yet, head to nzdataupo.org.nz and let us
know what you think.

The Committee needs you!
For our next AGM, we are looking for people
that have the skills and motivation to join the
Taupo Branch committee and contribute some
of their time and knowledge to ensure a
sustainable future of our club. We will advertise
the AGM date and nomination process early
next year. All positions will be open, and a
fresh and professional approach is welcome.
Check out our Library & Resources
We have a huge range of books and DVDs on
hunting, shooting, fishing and wildlife that
members may use and borrow. The list is online
and the books are kept in the clubroom. If you are
interested in one or more of these resources,
please contact Alan Gordon, ph: 021 154 9511.

New Requirements for Flying with Firearms
Air New Zealand’s Dangerous Goods
Specialists have advised the NZDA that there
are changes to their firearms carriage
requirements.
Effective since 17th November 2021, all
passengers traveling with firearms will be
required to undergo two ‘Ownership
Verification Checks’. If you intend to fly with
your rifle, please check Air New Zealand's
website: airnewzealand.co.nz/travelling-withfirearms-or-ammunition

Advocacy campaign over summer
- by Gwyn Thurlow
I’ve got the rifle aimed, but I need your ammo.
It’s time for NZDA to advocate a bit harder and very publically, but I cannot do that without content,
info, facts and pictures. With Forest & Bird ramping up their campaigns for summer, and targeting
specifically deer, we are equally going to need to ramp up with content based on credibility, not
propaganda. Hopefully, you have seen the splash we have been making online via Facebook.
Our members and the wider hunting community are eager to see more information around hunter led
stories, and what goes on within the Association, and all the actual “on-the-ground” work we do.
To keep up this phenomenal work, I going to need your help. I know many of you have great stories
that are worth sharing. Stories should be relevant, within the last 5 years.
What I need from you
50–350 Word Summary
1-6 Key images (not blurry)
Facts and numbers
Topics of interest
Game animal management
Pest control/wilding pines
Hut maintenance
Volunteer work
Backcountry work
Anything topical that highlights the virtues of hunting and the identity of hunters in New Zealand.
Hunter training when out on the hunting weekend.

Remember, send in pictures. Supporting imagery is essential. posts without images don’t get the
same amount of views online. Please send it to us via email: gwyn.thurlow@deerstalkers.org.nz or
courtney.pellow@deerstalkers.org.nz
Now is your time to help NZDA. Now is your time to help me advocate for you and all recreational
hunters. I hope you realise this is the beginning of Deer-mageddon. We don’t want to lose. Thanks in
advance for your time. I greatly appreciate and know what you do as branches and members, but we
now need to tell all New Zealanders.
Gwyn Thurlow
Chief Executive Officer and General Counsel

A Modern Management Approach
To valued introduced species

Valued introduced game animal species including
deer and wild pigs require a consistent and
modern management approach that recognises

“They do however, present environmental
challenges, which is why the Game Animal
Council is pushing for a much more

both their environmental impacts and their value
to our communities, says the Game Animal
Council in a recent media release.

consistent and enduring management
strategy that gets away from the all-ornothing, divisive and ultimately unsuccessful
style of animal control practiced in the past.”

The NZ Game Animal Council is a statutory
organisation responsible for the sustainable
management of game animals and hunting for
recreation, commerce and conservation.
“Valued introduced species are an important part
of the fabric of this country,” says Game Animal
Council Chair Grant Dodson.
“They are a part of the everyday lives of many
New Zealanders and provide significant
recreational, commercial and food gathering
opportunities for our communities.”

Hunters are often maligned by conservation
groups but their contribution to animal
management must be acknowledged,” says
Dodson.
In 2014 it was estimated that recreational
and free-range meat hunters harvest around
135,000 deer, 132,000 other game animals
and 230,000 pest goats each year.
The Game Animal Council continues to work
closely with the Department of Conservation
on a management strategy that seeks to
better manage deer around New Zealand and
the impact they have on native vegetation,
and we are keen to see this work progress.
Read more about Game Animal Management
on the GAC and Sika Foundation websites.

DOC's latest Annual Report
Where is the strategy on recreational hunting?

DOC's Annual Report for the year ended 30 June

You could argue they are not doing a very good

2021 is now available on the DOC website.

job for hunters overall, as reflected in the focus
and content of their annual report, and so
there's a lot of improvements to be made.

Most Deerstalkers hunt on public land, managed for
us by the Department of Conservation (DOC), and
so their annual report may be of interest to you.
Recreational hunting is a major activity on public
land enjoyed by NZDA members, and would form
the main use by our members of DOC hunting
permitted areas, ballot blocks, and backcountry
facilities.
The Department is meant to achieve both recreation
and conservation outcomes. A word count search of
the report reveals that the publication mentions
"recreation" 53 times compared to a whopping 334
times for "conservation".
The NZDA says it's interesting to note that one of
the Department's 'stretch goals' is that 90% of all
New Zealanders are enriched through connection to
our nature and heritage.

As hunters we love everything about hunting,
from being in the bush, seeing birds and big
game animals, and then feeding our friends and
families with organic, free-range venison and
pork.
It would be good to see a strategy where DOC
actively supports recreational hunting and more
particularly NZDA branches and hunters.
Neither NZDA, the local Branches nor
recreational hunting activities are mentioned as
a Top 10 community-led project.
It would be great if a hunter-led project was
worthy enough to report on next year by the
Department.

Is the Department fulfilling their role of fostering
recreation in nature, especially that of fostering

Perhaps our NZDA HUNTS project, which is
being supported by a Jobs For Nature grant
over the next 3 years, might make the cut or

recreational hunting activities?

one of our many other hunter-led activities!

More News & Updates
What's Happening?

Watch out for juvenile kārearea

Can you help out these Aussie hunters?

The Tauhara Farm Trust and Wingspan Birds of

Mike Main received an email from two Aussie

Prey Trust have released juvenile kārearea (NZ
falcons) in our area. This is a threatened species
found nowhere else in the world.

hunters who are asking for your help. They have a
hunt booked with Helisika at the end of April,
2022, and they are looking for somewhere to hunt
deer for a week from about the beginning of May.

Two juvenile falcons have been placed in an
artificial nest (a hack box). During their time
within the hack box, they will imprint on the area
that they can see from the box and come to
recognise the Tauhara Maunga as ‘home’.
They have been released early November near
the Tauhara Middle Block walkway car park and
should remain in this area over the next few
months. They will be provided daily with
supplementary food as they learn to hunt for
themselves.

One of them says they are both “old farts” (over
75) and have been deer hunting for over 40 years.
They wouldn't need a guide, just somewhere to
stay - hut, shed or barn - and permission to hunt.
In return, they offer some cash for the week
and/or a week or so hunting sambar & fallow in
the Victorian mountains, and time fishing in South
East Queensland, where they live.
You would be able to stay at their houses while

Please do not approach the hack box or falcons
during this sensitive time. You can identify the
bird by noting the colour of their leg band.

over there, so you could do it for not much more
than the airfares. If you're keen, email them on
aushunt2004@gmail.com.

More about Wingspan and ways to support the
research and projects on their website.

All depending on how it works out with Covid and
the border situation, of course.

